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Chadwick first explored the subject of the seated figure in the early 1970s. Sculptural mass was paramount in these
expositions, with paired figures almost conjoined, legs suggested minimally, and heads oblong or triangular. While
Chadwick’s convention for the head – oblong for male, triangular for female – persisted, other aspects would be

rebalanced. Firstly, the squatness of the figures diminished. As they became more erect, elegantly poised in relation
to one another, the treatment of drapery altered. Some sculptures were also editioned with brightly polished heads,

lending a different quality altogether.

Chadwick was a keen observer of human form, noticing instantly its particular bearing or attitude. In Sitting Figures in
Robes I (1980) the couple appears slightly distanced, the female perhaps tense, shifting weight from one leg to the

other, the male more stolidly at ease. It is a scenario that may be unpicked at leisure, as light emphasises and
diminishes different aspects of the composition. Chadwick’s treatment of the couple’s robes modulates our

perception of their relative forms. Where the female’s robes flatter, by clinging to narrow shoulders and spreading,
fish-tailed, to one side, the male’s drop squarely, with minimal fuss. Chadwick models with consummate skill, such

that bronze appears to curve and drape with the fluidity of lead.



Lynn Chadwick at his home Lypiatt in Gloucestershire. Photo: David Farrell

Monumental 'Sitting Couple, 1989-90' currently installed at Canary Wharf, London (C.96)


